This research is a qualitative study that aimed to describe the stages of students mathematical imagination in solving mathematical problems. There are three kinds of mathematical imagination in solving mathematical problems, namely sensory mathematical imagination, creative mathematical imagination and recreative mathematical imagination. Students can produce one kind of mathematical imagination or other kinds of mathematical imagination. Problem sheet is used as a supporting instrument to find out the stages of students mathematical imagination in solving problems. Three students are used as research subjects in whom students were able to produce their mathematical imagination in solving mathematical problems. The results showed that there are three stages of students mathematical imagination in solving mathematical problems, the first stage is sensory mathematical imagination, the second stage is creative mathematical imagination, and the last stage is recreative mathematical imagination.
Introduction
Research Nemirovsky and Ferrara (2008) on mathematical imagination shows that mathematical imagination and cognition representative of students involves gestures activity (hand gesture, speech, and other activities of sensory motor) on learning is very important in developing the creativity and innovation of students in solving mathematical problems. Similarly the research that done by Swirski (2010) , Samli (2011) , Kotsopoulos and Cordy (2009), Van Alphen (2011) , they shows these studies support the involvement of imagination in the learning process. Wilke (2010) and Chapman (2008) emphasize the importance of imagination in the learning process and helping students in solving problems.
Imagination is not only the capacity to form the image, but the capacity to think in a certain way. Students should be encouraged to think for themselves by emphasizing their imagination. Imagination can be a main focus in effective learning (Wilke, 2010) . In addition, the imagination has been implicated as the key to mathematical creativity in generating and manipulating images (Abrahamson, 2006) . In the process of mathematics learning or mathematical problem solving, the ability to imagine has no limits and constraints (Carroll et al., 2010) . Egan and Steiner's perspective claim that children between the ages of 5 to 14 years learn best through imagination, because this is a natural mode and strongest when they are involved with knowledge (Van Alphen, 2011) . Both perspectives are stressed in order that involve student imagination ability in building knowledge or solve a problem.
There are three types of students' mathematical imagination in solving mathematical problems, namely sensory mathematical imagination, creative mathematical imagination and recreative mathematical imagination (Wibowo & As'ari, 2014) . Sensory mathematical imagination can be seen through the emergence of students perception based stimuli problem in the matter. Creative mathematical imagination manifested through the emergence of relevant or irrelevant ideas in solving the problem. Recreative mathematical imagination manifested through the emergence of generalizing the idea of solving mathematical problem. This study was to determine the stage of students' mathematical imagination in solving mathematical problems. So the aim of this study is to determine stages of students' mathematical imagination in solving mathematical problems.
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The description in above indicates that the stage of students mathematical imagination in solving mathematical problem consist of, the first is one stage of mathematical imagination, the second is two stage of mathematical imagination, and the third is three stage of mathematical imagination. S1 can show sensory mathematical imagination, but has not been able to show creative and recreative mathematical imagination. It can be said S1 only through one stage of mathematical imagination. Students who can show creative mathematical imagination, they would show sensory mathematical imagination first. S2 is able to show creative mathematical imagination by issuing sensory mathematical imagination first, but S2 has not been able to appear recreative mathematical imagination. S2 through two stages of mathematical imagination in solving mathematical problem, they are sensory and creative mathematical imagination. Similarly, students who can show recreative mathematical imagination, they should show sensory and creative mathematical imagination first. S3 can show recreative mathematical imagination by issuing sensory and creative mathematical imagination first. S3 through three stages of mathematical imagination in solving mathematical problem, they are sensory, creative and recreative mathematical imagination.
Conclusion
From the description in above, it can be concluded that the stage of mathematical imagination which through the students in solving mathematical problems proceeded with showing sensory mathematical imagination (first stage), then creative mathematical imagination (second stage) and then recreative mathematical imagination (third stage). S1 is only through one stage of mathematical imagination in solving mathematical problems, which is sensory mathematical imagination stage. S2 can be through two stages of mathematical imagination in solving mathematical problems, they are sensory mathematical imagination and creative mathematical imagination. Students who can show creative mathematical imagination (second stage), they would show sensory mathematical imagination first (first stage). While S3 can be through three stages of mathematical imagination in solving mathematical problems, sensory mathematical imagination at first, then creative mathematical imagination, and recreative mathematical imagination in the end. Students who can show recreative mathematical imagination, they would show sensory and creative mathematical imagination first. But it does not work on other way, students can show sensory mathematical imagination but they can not necessarily issue a creative and recreative mathematical imagination. That`s also students who can appear sensory and creative mathematical imagination, but they can not necessarily issue a recreative mathematical imagination.
